cse 7393     midp final project

overview

- the final midp project for the class will count as the final exam
- the final midp project is due on **dec 5** for in class; distance students have until **dec 19**.
- the final project should demonstrate your skill and understanding of the issues involved in developing a midp application

requirements

- a software specification document, outlining your proposed project is due oct 23
- the project can involve any aspect of mobile computing
  - data management
  - games
  - industry specific application

- decide on your device target:
  - a specific device such as nokia phone model xxx
  - a PDA, model yyy
    - if you target a specific device you should explore the additional capabilities available through specific development toolkits
  - or a generic application that can easily port to any MIDP device

- your application must include a network component
  - MIDP device as client connecting to server
  - MIDP device as server
  - MIDP device in Bluetooth network
  - MIDP device using OBEX

- must include a security component